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Abstract

The economic characteristics of software and transaction costs explain, why closed source and open source software co-exist. It is about the efficient use of a non- and anti-scarce resource. But because of ex-post transaction costs that lead to information asymmetries, some property rights regarding the resource „source code“ are not exclusively separable. Thus, the first best allocation of property rights, that would yield an optimal usage of a source code, is not realizable. Or, that is to say, a first best realization of contracts is not feasible.

Hence, open and closed source software are two second best arrangements, both with specific assets and drawbacks. The principle of closed source benefits from direct (monetary) incentives and control, but has limits in its scope (size) because of transaction costs. Open source, on the one hand, benefits from its openness that creates spillovers and enables to incorporate human capital that is not acquirable for closed source firms. On the other hand, there are costs of openness, such as coordination costs (consensus finding, etc.) the danger of free riding or under provision, or forking.
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1 Introduction

The software sector is characterized by the co-existence of two types of production modes, based on two different concepts of ownership: closed source software (CSS)—also called ‘proprietary’ software—and open source software (OSS). OSS is developed by communities that include hobbyists as well as companies, and the source code—the human-readable recipe—is ‘open’. This means that everybody has access, and the right to read, modify, improve, redistribute and use it. Thus, OSS appears to be a case of a private provision of a public good. Nevertheless, firms like IBM, Sun Microsystems, RedHat, etc. use OSS based business models, i.e. make money by selling products (hardware or service) that are complements to the software. Additionally, thousands of software developers contribute voluntarily, i.e. without monetary reward.

Economic research examines intrinsic and extrinsic motivations of the OSS volunteers (Lerner & Tirole 2002, Ghosh et al. 2002, Rossi 2006), the effects of OSS on competition (Casadesus-Masanell & Ghemawat 2003, Bitzer 2004), as well as open innovations (von Hippel & Von Krogh 2003, von Hippel 2005) and firm investments in OSS (e.g. Baake & Wichmann 2004, Henkel 2006, Lerner et al. 2006, Rossi & Bonaccorsi 2006). Institutional aspects—like incomplete contracting/hold-up, different types of OSS licenses, community norms, governance of OSS projects, etc.—were also brought into focus (Weber 2004, Brand & Schmid 2005, Gehring 2006, Bessen 2006, D’Antoni & Rossi 2007). This paper contributes to the institutional literature. Using a property right point of view, the rationale for open and closed source are examined. Hence, the paper also contributes to literature on possible transfers of the ‘open source’ paradigm (Maurer 2008, Henkel & Maurer 2007).

One can interpret the production modes of CSS and OSS as being different kinds of “institutional arrangements” (Davis & North 1971), and distinguish
them by their different use of copyright law, codified in the software licenses. This different types of ownership concept leads to different allocations of intellectual property rights (IPRs) and different modes of organization. The institutional arrangements represent strategies in use of the resource software (source code respectively) and have specific assets and drawbacks regarding individual and firm level as well as social welfare.

The property rights theory mostly concentrates on negative external effects, e.g. the widely discussed tragedy of the commons—as well as the tragedy of the anti-commons (Heller 1998)—is a negative externality story, a scarce resource story. This focus seems to draw back to Demsetz’s seminal article: Although he points out in the beginning, that it is about “internalization of external costs and benefits” (Demsetz 1967, p 349), he then focuses on negative externalities (Demsetz 1967, pp 350 ff.).

But the issue discussed in this paper is about a non-scarce, to some extent even an anti-scarce resource. The argument is, that property rights regarding some kind of non-rival and anti-rival applications of software (or: of the source code) are not exclusively separable, because of ex post transaction costs and the economic characteristics of software.

The paper starts in with an introduction to the analytical framework and the characteristics of software (sections 2.1 and 2.2.1). Section 2.2.2 explains why a source code is a non- and anti-scarce resource. I then show that neither non- nor anti-rivalry as such, is a reason for the dichotomy of OSS vs. CSS, as a perfect market would lead to a welfare optimal allocation of non- and anti-rival applications. The optimal allocation of property rights, optimal defined licensee agreements respectively, are derived from this (section 2.3).

Based on this, the Coasean approach of explaining non-market coordinations is used. Thus, I ask, what kind of transaction cost driven problems limit market transactions such that this can explain the co-existence of CSS and OSS. Although transaction costs limit the internalizability of some of the positive effects, this can not explain the OSS-CSS phenomena as such (section 3.1). Hence, the argument is, that because of ex post transaction costs some of the property rights are not exclusively separable, which leads to a control problem, i.e. a de facto dilution of exclusive ownership. The principle of CSS and OSS are thus interpreted as being two different kinds of solution for this. The former maximizes control and exclusive ownership while the latter minimizes control and exclusive ownership (section 3.2).
2 Intellectual Property Rights and a Non- and Anti-Scarce Resource

2.1 The Analytical Framework

This section provides some definitions used in this paper. Although this analytical framework was developed in order to analyze the resource ‘source code’, it can be used to analyze any kind of economic resource.

2.1.1 An Economic Resource

A resource can be defined as a technically meaningful set of certain elements, e.g. a source code can be defined as a technically meaningful set of code lines. Therefore, a given source code is described as a set \( X \). As \( X \) can be split up into subsets, there is a set of all subsets \( \mathcal{P}(X) = \{ A | A \subseteq X \} \).

Let \( y = f(Z, \cdot) \) denote that \( Z \in \mathcal{P}(X) \) is used for an application \( y \). The ‘use’ \( f(Z, \cdot) \) is one of several possible forms of transformation of \( Z \) with or without the use of other code lines, e.g. \( y = f(Z, W) \) would be an application of the combined code line sets \( Z \) and \( W \), which can be rewritten as \( y = f(V) \) with \( V = [Z \cup W] \neq \emptyset \). However, \( y = f(Z) \) is possible as well.

Because of technical reasons, applications do not exist for all \( Z \), the trivial example is \( Z = \emptyset \in \mathcal{P}(X) \). Hence, there exists a set of technically not meaningful subsets of \( X \): \( \mathcal{U}(X) = \{ Z \in \mathcal{P}(X) | \exists y = f(Z, \cdot) \} \). This leads to:

**Definition 2.1.** The set of technically meaningful subsets of \( X \) is

\[
\mathcal{X}(X) = \{ \mathcal{P}(X) \setminus \mathcal{U}(X) \} = \{ Z \in \mathcal{P}(X) | \exists y = f(Z, \cdot) \}. \tag{1}
\]

Notice, that there can be \( Z \) with multiple applications, i.e. there can exist several \( Z \in \mathcal{X} \) with \( \exists ! y = (y^1, \ldots, y^n) \), \( y^i = f(Z, \cdot) \), \( n \geq 2 \).

With Definition 2.1 it is possible to define for each \( X \) the corresponding set of applications, denoted by \( \mathcal{Y} \):

**Definition 2.2.** The corresponding set of applications of \( X \) is

\[
\mathcal{Y}(X) = \{ y | y = f(Z, \cdot), Z \in \mathcal{X}(X) \}. \tag{2}
\]

As mentioned above, \( y = f(Z, \cdot) \) indicates, that \( Z \) might be but does not have to be combined with other code. Therefore, a more general notation is to
write $y = f(Z, \cdot) \in \{f(Z), f(V)\}$ with $V = \{Z \cup W\} \neq \emptyset$ and $Z \in \mathcal{X}(X)$. This yields the following general notation of the corresponding set of applications: $Y(X) = \{f(Z), f(V)\} = Y(Z) \cup Y(V)$.

### 2.1.2 Definition of Scarce, Non- and Anti-Scarce

A scarce resource is a resource with rivalry in use. This is the case, if the use of a $Z \in \mathcal{X}$ for any application $\hat{y} \in \hat{Y}$ leads to rivalry in use.

**Definition 2.3.** $X$ is called a scarce resource with respect to $\hat{Y} \subseteq Y$, if
\[
\forall \hat{y} = f(Z, \cdot) \mid \left( Y^{\text{new}}(X^{\text{new}}) \subset Y(X) \right). \tag{3}
\]

A non-scarce resource is a resource with non-rivalry in use, this refers to public and club/toll goods. In such a case, the use of a $Z \in \mathcal{X}$ for any application $\check{y} \in \check{Y}$ leads to no rivalry in use.

**Definition 2.4.** $X$ is called a non-scarce resource with respect to $\check{Y} \subseteq Y$, if
\[
\forall \check{y} = f(Z, \cdot) \mid \left( Y^{\text{new}}(X^{\text{new}}) = Y(X) \right). \tag{4}
\]

An anti-scarce resource is a resource with anti-rivalry in use, i.e. the more the resource is used, the higher is the value of the resource, because the set of applications increases due to use. Thus, a resource is anti-scarce, if the use of a $Z \in \mathcal{X}$ for any application $\check{y} \in \check{Y}$ leads to anti-rivalry in use.

**Definition 2.5.** $X$ is called an anti-scarce resource with respect to $\check{Y} \subseteq Y$, if
\[
\forall \check{y} = f(Z, \cdot) \mid \left( Y^{\text{new}}(X^{\text{new}}) \supset Y(X) \right). \tag{5}
\]

### 2.1.3 Property Rights

The theoretical framework of this paper has to contain (intellectual) property rights. As this paper is about software, I will always refer to IPRs only, although in principle the notation can be applied to PRs and IPRs.

\footnote{Notice, that the formulation “applications” catches qualitative as well as quantitative changes of the resource.}
Following Furubotn & Richter (2005), Eggertsson (1990), Hart & Moore (1990), and others, I distinguish coordination rights (usus and abusus) from residual rights (usus fructus and alienation rights). The complete set of rights is defined as $H = \{H^c \cup H^r\}$, with $H^c$ as the set of coordination rights, and $H^r$ as the set of residual rights. Let $h \in H$ denote one property right.

At first, coordination rights are defined: The conjunction of a coordination right $h^c \in H^c$ with a resource $X$ (I write “$h^c : X$”) leads to a distinction-criteria between the applications that are covered by the IPR and those which are not. Notice that there is no need to know the whole set of possible applications, as the distinction-criteria yields a selecting-rule $r$ that tells whether a $y \in Y(X)$ is covered by the IPR or not: $r : y \rightarrow [0, 1] \forall y \in Y$. This yields

$$b^c : X \rightarrow \{y \in Y \mid r(y) = 1\}. \quad (6)$$

For example, let $h_u$ denote the vector of all usus rights, $h_a$ the vector of all abusus rights, and $h_{u \& a}$ all usus and abusus rights. This yields e.g.

$$h_u : X \rightarrow \{y \in Y \mid y = f(Z)\} = Y(Z), \quad (7)$$

$$h_{u \& a} : X \rightarrow \{y \in Y \mid y = f(V)\} = Y(V). \quad (8)$$

Next is to define the residual rights, where I have to distinguish between usus fructus and alienation rights: Let $h_f$ denote the vector of all usus fructus rights, and $\pi$ the payoff gained from $y$, then

$$h_f : X \rightarrow \{\pi \mid \pi = f(y), \ y \in Y\}. \quad (9)$$

The right to transfer IPRs of a resource has to be represented in a slightly different way, as it is a ‘right on rights’. You can find a formal notation of alienation rights in the appendix A (p 27).

2.2 The Resource Software

2.2.1 About the Economic Characteristics of Software

Software is a good with particular economic characteristics. To simplify, one can subsume the economic properties of software as follows (for more details see von Engelhardt 2006, 2008):
• Software is a digital good and therefore recombinant: software products are “cumulative and emergent—new digital goods that arise from merging antecedents have features absent from the original, parent digital goods” (Quah 2003, p 19). Within this text, the terms recombinable and combinable (for the term cumulative, see page 7) are defined as follows: Let $S(X)$ denote the set of all permutations of $X$, and $S \in S(X)$ denote one permutation of $X$. $X$ is called recombinable if $\exists S \neq X$ s.t. $\exists y = f(S)$. Of course, deriving from one given source code at least one new recombinant source code just by rearranging the code lines, is more or less a theoretical eventuality only. More likely (a part of) a source code is combined with other/new code lines.

**Definition 2.6.** $Z \in X$ is called combinable with respect to $W$, if

$$\exists W \neq \emptyset \text{ s.t. } \exists y = f(V), V = \{Z \cup W\} \neq \emptyset. \quad (10)$$

• Software is aspatial, thus it is infinitely expandible and therefore nonrival: once software is produced, it can be reproduced without any loss of quality and the reproduction costs are virtually zero. But there are high development and pre-launch testing costs (high first copy costs). These high sunk costs combined with the low marginal costs lead to a subadditive cost function.$^2$

• Software is a network good with direct and indirect network effects.$^3$ Network effects are intimately connected with complementarity which means that consumers in these markets are shopping for systems [...] rather than individual products” (Shy 2001, p 2, emph. in original), and

---

$^2$Economies of scope do not necessarily support subadditivit, see Baumol (1977).

$^3$As software is data processing, there is an exchange of data. This exchange happens either with other software (applications and/or operating system) or hardware or both, which requires compatibility. This implies that producers have an incentive either to use the dominant standard or try to push their own standard. Consequently a coordination problem arises: which standard should be used, will it be proprietary or open? On the supply and the demand side two different forms of network effects play a role. The first is the so-called installed base effect, i.e. the utility increases with the total number of users (producers and consumers). Second, there is a personal network effect (Westarp 2003), where the adoption decision is determined less by the total numbers of users but by the adoption decisions in the personal network.
modularity (even of parts of software) plays an important role (Weber 2004, pp 172 ff; Langlois 2002, pp 22 f). A necessary condition for ‘complementarity’ and ‘modularity’ is compatibility.

- This leads to another characteristic of software, for which compatibility and combinability are necessary (but not sufficient) conditions: If \( X \) is combinable and \( V \) is compatible to \( X \), then \( X \) can be cumulative. \( X \) is cumulative, if \( V \) itself is part of the new \( X^{\text{new}} \).

**Definition 2.7.** \( X \) is called **cumulative** with respect to \( W \), if

\[
\exists W \neq \emptyset \text{ s.t. } \left( \exists y = f(V), V = \{Z \cup W\} \neq \emptyset \right) \land \left( Z, V \subseteq X^{\text{new}} \right) \quad (11)
\]

- Software is an **information good** because the source code (the system of algorithms) is information, i.e. a human-readable recipe. But software differs from other information goods, as the average consumer does not care about the information but merely about the impact (e.g. receive and send emails rather than read the source code). This explains why software is an information good that can be sold in a state users can not read the information: closed source software is typically given away only in state of (only machine-readable) binary codes and therefore the information is ‘closed’.

**2.2.2 Software as a Non- and Anti-Scarce Resource**

Due to the economic characteristics of software, a source code is a non-scarce resource. Obviously there is no rivalry in consumption, but there is also no rivalry in production:

- (i) Because of virtual zero reproduction costs, a given first copy \( X \) is a non-scarce resource for producing \( n + 1 \) copies. \( X \) can be copied without any loss of quality, thus \( y := \text{‘copying’} \mid Y^{\text{new}} = Y \).

- (ii) Because of lack of physical abrasion and being combinable, a given source code \( X \) is a non-scarce resource for further software develop-
ment. $X$ can be used (even in parts) as input stock for developing first-copies of new, derived software product:\footnote{Because of this there are whole catalogs of complete elements of programs (Gröhn 1999, p 5) and a distinct programming approach—the so-called component-based software engineering—emerged. This approach also includes the re-use of software components across producers (Romberg 2003, pp 253 ff.).} $y = f(V) \mid Y^{new} = Y$.

(iii) Because of software is an information good, a given source code $X$ is a non-scarce resource for transfer of ideas and learning, thus knowledge spillover. A source code is a list of programming solutions. For a new software project, several solutions provided by existing source code might be useful and can be used in sense of a transfer of ideas and concepts even from one programming language to another. Additionally, reading a source code of interest can be beneficial for a software engineer, as one can learn from it and thereby improve programming skills. Hence, for all ‘applications’ $y$ that are transfer of ideas or learning, applies $y = f(Z) \mid Y^{new} = Y$.

Thus, a source code is a non-scarce resource. Furthermore, software is an ‘at least’ non-scarce resource, as there is not only non-rivalry in use, but to some extent even anti-rivalry\footnote{Compare the following also with Weber (2004, pp 153 ff.), where one can find similar thoughts, Weber uses the term ‘antirivalness’} in use, hence it is a anti-scarce resource.

(iv) Because of the importance of standards and network effects, software is a network good with respect to the supply side as well as to the demand side (e.g. see White et al. 2004, Kooths et al. 2003, Gröhn 1999, Gandal 1994). If $X$ is a network good regarding a set of ‘network applications’ $y^{nw} \in Y$, then the following holds: $\forall y^{nw} \mid Y^{new} \supset Y$. Thus, $X$ is an anti-scarce resource with respect to $y^{nw}$, see the definition 2.5, p 4.

This is true for all network goods, or network effects respectively. One intuitive example is a network of telephone wires: The more users plug in to the network, the more applications (‘call person A’) are possible.

(v) Because of cumulativeness, there is anti rivalry in use of a source code: If $X$ is cumulative with respect to any $W \in W$, then $X$ is an anti-scarce resource with respect to $W$.
Proof: From the definition 2.7 of cumulative (p 7) we get
\[ \forall W \in W \mid \exists y^c = f(V), V = \{Z \cup W\} \neq \emptyset \land (Z, V \subseteq X^{new}) \]
\[ \Rightarrow ((V \nsubseteq X) \land (V \subseteq X^{new})) \land ((y^c \notin Y) \land (y^c \in Y^{new})) \]
\[ \Rightarrow \forall y^c = f(V) \mid (Y^{new}(X^{new}) \supset Y(X)), \]
which is just equal the definition of anti-scarcity (definition 2.5, p 4).

If a software engineer further develops a module—e.g. because of own needs—others can benefit from this improvement as long as the new piece of source code is still compatible and the new ‘module’ is implemented in, and improves users’ software systems. Thus, a source code is a potential input stock for further software development, where the new output is (potentially) another incorporable module for the software system and at the same time is again (potential) input stock that lowers further software development costs, where the result again can be implemented, and so on.

2.3 Optimal Allocation and Optimal Licenses

This section is about IPRs with respect to a non- and anti-scarce resource in a world without transaction costs. As the paper focuses on the resource software (source code), this section is about the role of copyright based licenses, because software is traditionally protected by copyright law (Graham & Somaya 2004, p 269), and the software license agreements define the transfer of the rights.

Anyhow, in this section I argue, that there exists an optimal allocation of rights regarding non- and anti-rival applications. Hence, optimal licensees can be defined:

With respect to the non-rival applications it is about a private provision of a good without rivalry in use, hence a club good story. It is well known from standard micro-economics, that a commodity without rivalry in use should be supplied, if the sum over each individual’s willingness pays \((WTP)\) at least covers the total costs \((C)\), hence if \(\sum_{j=1}^{m} WTP_j \geq C\), with \(m\) agents.

Let’s assume, that there is a finite number of applications \(y^i \in Y, i = [1 \ldots n]\), and each of the \(n\) applications is traded in one market each. It is also assumed, that
(i) the owner of the resource can price discriminate, such that each agent pays an individual price for the application \( i \) denoted by \( p^i_j \)

and

(ii) each of the \( n \)-markets is a contestable market, such that the incumbent has to choose the lowest price-vector covering the costs.\(^6\)

This yields

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{m} p^i_j = C^i, \quad p^i_j \leq WTP^i_j, \quad \forall i = [1 \ldots n] \forall j = [1 \ldots m]
\] (12)

with \( C^i \) is the portion of \( y^i \) of the (first copy) costs of \( Y \). Obviously this is a welfare maximizing private provision of the resource.

Additionally, anti-rival applications—the rights to use the anti-rival applications respectively—can be allocated optimal as well: It is known from network theory, that ownership can internalize network effects, because if it is possible to price every single plug-in, the network effects can perfectly be internalized by dynamic pricing, i.e. by individual price discrimination that takes into account the marginal benefits of adoption (Liebowitz & Margolis 2002, 1994, Katz & Shapiro 1994). Thus, optimal internalization requires perfect price discrimination with respect to adoption, hence each adoption must be traded separately. This can be applied to any kind of positive feedback mechanism in use. Thus, regarding to the model of this section, it is again sufficient, that the source code owner can perfectly price discriminate, the result is a welfare maximizing allocation.

Hence, there are \( n \) markets where the \( y^i \)'s are traded, and \( m \) agents paying a price \( p^i_j \geq 0 \) for each \( y^i \in Y \). A price \( p^i_j = 0 \) implies that agent \( j \) has a zero WTP for application \( i \) and hence does not buy it at all.\(^7\) Therefore one can

\(^6\)Of course, assuming perfect contestable markets in context of software seems to be a somehow problematic assumption. But the argument does not change, if one allows market power: In this case the monopolist or oligopolist is able to gain an extra profit, but because of perfect price discrimination, welfare is maximized also in this case. Hence the contestable-market-assumption is not a critical one for the argument.

\(^7\)In principle, one could also allow for ‘negative prices’, thus \( p^i_j < 0 \). This would imply, that the agent gets paid for his activity causing e.g. a cumulative effect, hence being a software developer. But in order to keep the analysis simple, this is not done here.
represent the whole economy with the payment matrix $P$ given by

$$P = \begin{pmatrix}
p_1^1 & \cdots & p_1^n \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
p_n^1 & \cdots & p_n^n
\end{pmatrix},$$

with each market represented by a column. The payment structure of an agent is given by the corresponding row and can be written as $p_j = (p_j^1, \ldots, p_j^n)$.

One can represent the complete allocation with one matrix: Let $A$ be an $n \times m$ matrix with $a_{ij} = y_{ji}$. Due to (12) we have $y_{ji} = 1 \iff p_j^i > 0$ and $y_{ji} = 0$ else. For example, with $n = 5$ and $m = 4$ one possible allocation is given by

$$A = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0
\end{pmatrix}.$$

Assumed, that it makes sense to write a license agreement that covers a set of applications instead of trading each application separately, then this license agreement is optimal if it transfers IPRs to agent $i$ such that all applications are covered the agent would pay a positive price for:

$$h_j : X \rightarrow \{ y^i | p_j^i > 0 \}. \quad (13)$$

And finally, the price for this license agreement is given by

$$p_j = \sum_{i=1}^n p_j^i = (p_j^1, \ldots, p_j^n) \cdot 1^T, \quad (14)$$

with $1^T$ is the transpose of the one-vector.

To sum up: One can define the welfare maximal allocation of non- and anti-rival applications, and a perfect market with perfect price-discrimination would lead to this allocation. Based on this, optimal defined, copyright based licensee agreements can be defined, hence an optimal allocation of IPRs is theoretically possible as well.
3 The Role of Transaction Costs

In a world with rational individuals having complete information and knowledge, there would be bargaining and trade of each \( y \in Y \). Thus, transaction costs leading to incomplete information/knowledge, give reason to the fact that property rights are defined in a license agreement, and then traded. For example, if agents only know \( Y' \subset Y \) it makes sense to trade ‘rules’ rather than applications. Hence, incomplete knowledge changes the standard market game into a Bayesian market game, with the agents defining, trading and pricing the rights optimally based on their subjective expectations regarding \( Y \). Additionally, one of the basic functions of markets is to create new knowledge (Hayek) by rewarding innovative use of resources, and (I)PRs enable innovators to appropriate such returns.

Anyhow, the question remains, what is so unique about software, what distinguishes software from other resources, such that ‘open source’ establishes. Thus, what kind of characteristics of software in combination of what kind of market imperfection because of transaction costs (TC) constitutes the conditions for the co-existence of OSS and CSS?

3.1 Incomplete Information, Transaction Costs and Limits of Internalizability

Some TC, i.e. search, bargain and information costs, limit the internalizability of some of the positive external effects. One could think, that this gives reason to the fact, that OSS exists. I will show, that this is not the case, i.e. the limits of internalizability can not explain the co-existence of OSS and CSS.

Let us start with the two effects that are responsible for the anti-rivalry. As already mentioned before, network effects can be internalized via property rights. This in principle still holds in a world with TC, simply because a new network member causes a (more or less countable) increase of the value of the network only once and exactly at the moment of plug-in. Hence, as this plug-in can be connected with a right, one can price this dynamically.

But in order to internalize the positive effects caused by the cumulative effects described in item (v) (p 8) one would have to be able to provide the engineer a benefit each time the new source code—the new module—is incorporated in someone’s software system. Obviously, TC inhibit such an
internalization, especially when it is about only (very) small steps in improvement and little changes, thus small step cumulative development.

In the case of knowledge spillovers described in (iii) (p 8), it is even more obvious, that neither the point of time nor the frequency of future value creation is known. The moment of ‘adoption’ that causes knowledge spillovers is hard to observe and moreover the value of the ‘adoption’ is hard to evaluate as the results are increased skills that might lead to better future performance.

The economic value of this knowledge spillovers as well as future cumulative effects are obviously hard to measure ex ante, especially in the context of innovations, because “as Arrow himself pointed out long ago, if an innovation is truly an innovation it is impossible for a finite observer to precisely forecast it.” (Dosi 1996, p 84). Thus, the positive external effects of knowledge spillovers and cumulative effects can not be internalized, as they are hard to observe and measure.

This implies, that there is a lack of internalization because of lack of internalizability. This lack of internalization, thus the existence of positive externalities leads to too little of the relevant activity as the social benefit is greater than the private benefit. That means, if IPRs fail to some extent to internalize positive external effects with respect to source code, one can postulate a market failure to some extent. But the degree of this ‘market failure’ is to some extend limited: individuals are able to form subjective expectations regarding the future benefit, just like in case of the expected gains from knowledge spillovers caused by reading a reference book or textbook for example. One can argue, that a price of such a book also reflects expected future gains from knowledge spillovers.

Anyhow, even more important is the fact that—just as the book example shows—this phenomena is not unique to software markets. A lack of internalization because of a lack of internalizability also exists in other markets, where we can not observe such a co-existence of open and closed source.
3.2 Ex Post Transaction Costs and the Problem of Not Exclusively Separable Rights

3.2.1 The Problem

Obviously it makes no sense to claim non-enforceable IPRs, but it also makes no sense to transfer rights, that are not exclusively separable. I call a right exclusively separable, if the right holder is de facto only able to do, what is covered by the right. Let \( D_i = D_i(X) \) denote the set of applications, the right holder \( i \) is de facto able to do. A right is a \textit{exclusively separable right}, if

\[
h: X \rightarrow Y \quad \supseteq \quad D_i
\]

Examples with respect to software are the right to use a software without changing the source code, and the right to copy a software, as usually the transfer of such rights implies that the software is given away only in state of binary codes. In case of use, there is technical copy protection in addition. Hence, who ever receives such rights is—at least to some extend—de facto \textit{not able} to do things that are not covered by the rights. Thus, IPRs with respect to software are exclusively separable at least if the applications covered by the right do not imply the need for access to the source code. With respect to the list in section 2.2.2 (p. 7, 8) this is true for the applications described in item (i) (n+1 copies) and (iv) (network effects). But what is about applications that imply access to the source code?

Before I discuss this, let me first define not exclusive separable rights:

**Definition 3.1.** A right is a \textit{not exclusively separable right}, if

\[
h: X \rightarrow Y^h \subset D_i \quad \Rightarrow \quad \exists y \in D_i \mid y \notin Y^h
\]

The problem of defining exclusively separable IPRs with respect to (ii) (source code as input), (iii) (knowledge spillover), and (v) (cumulativeness) is, that such applications need access to the source code. Thus, (ii), (iii), and (v) are in principle \textit{not exclusively separable}.

Indeed, one has to recognize, that the existence of organizations like ‘codesell.com’ prove, that selling source code as input is to some extend possible, although TC probably impede a lot of such market transactions: If one wants to trade rights that belong to the set of not exclusively separable rights, one has to grant access to the source code. This leads in a sense to a \textit{club of source code users}, and and this might affect other rights, as problems with misuse can
occur. The term *misuse* refers to the problem, that the source code is used in a way that is not covered by the contract.

Transaction costs can cause misuse (because control and monitoring is costly), thus may inhibit reaching the optimal club size. A club owner normally offers only the usus of the club-good, and often keeps a right of expulsion, that is to fetch back the usus from members who did not comply with the rules. But in our case there is a de facto ‘dilution of the property rights’ (Picot et al. 2005, p 47): Although the original owner of the source code might be still the formal owner—i.e. formally still exclusively holds abusus, usus fructus, alienation right and the right of expulsion—, in practical there is a dilution of the IPRs, because of TC: An increase of club members induce control costs, thus with a huge amount of members it is simply not possible anymore to control if some members re-use the source code for own purpose and/or re-sell the code. The latter gives reason to the fact, that a right to expulse is not enforceable in groups with (too) many members. Hence, with an increase of ‘cooperation-club’ members c. p. the feasibility of misuse increases as policing and enforcement costs increase. Figure 1 depicts this problem:

![Figure 1: Transaction Costs and Limits of Size (Members)](image-url)
With increasing number of members, $TC$ increase. Assumed that the owner of the resource would first trade with the agent offering the highest price, the $m$ agents are arranged by the price they are willing to pay. Hence, the returns as a function of club members $R = f(m)$ is concave.\footnote{The argument also holds, if one assumes, that all agents have the same WTP, hence if $R = f(m)$ is linear.} The optimal number of members is indicated by the dotted line. It is easy to see, that if TC are high, the optimal number is small, maybe zero.

Policing and enforcement costs c. p. decrease with the decrease of specificity of the cooperation contract,\footnote{This is also true for ex ante TC, namely bargaining and decision costs.} but a decrease of specificity c. p. increases feasibility of misuse. The first part of this logic is shown in figure 2: the TC decrease with decrease of specificity i.e. the increase of set of allowed applications, simply because if one allows every possible application one does not have to control anything. (Notice, that for the argument it is irrelevant whether one assumes that the decreasing transaction cost curve is convex or linear.) The question is, whether a market for such unspecific licenses would establish, would be stable respectively.

The price one can get from selling somebody a licensee agreement would be maximal if this licensee would allow every possible application. Of course,
a decrease of specificity c. p. increases feasibility of misuse. But the set of applications an agent de facto can use, and hence the price an agent will be willing to pay for an complete unspecific contract, is determined by the agent’s set of realizable applications ($Y^{tc}_i$). This implies, if the resource owner would know each $Y^{tc}_i$, optimal PR-allocation would be reached again.

Obviously the problem is that the agents do not know other agent’s $Y^{tc}_i$. Hence, they do not know the type of the other agents, and this leads to a problem well known as ‘adverse selection’—because $Y^{tc}_i$ determines ex post (hidden) action of agent $i$, the ex post problem can be transferred to an ex ante information problem. As there are incentives to indicate a smaller $Y^{tc}_i$ than the real one, because this would lead to a smaller price, the agents will not truly indicate their $Y^{tc}_i$. The owner of the source code might know—or has a sufficiently correct idea about—the distribution of $Y^{tc}_i$, the average set of realizable and tradeable applications $\bar{Y}^{tc}_i$ respectively. But given the corresponding average price, at least some agents with $Y^{tc}_i < \bar{Y}^{tc}_i$ won’t pay for this, and leave the market in a sense. This increases the average set of applications and therefore the average price, and so on. This yields the well-known result of adverse selection: At the end, only the agent with the largest set of applications will rest in the market.

To sum up: Because of ex post TC, IPRs that imply access to the source code are de facto not exclusively separable. This inhibit optimal allocation of the IPRs, as the selling of not exclusively separable is limited. If one wants to transfer such not exclusively separable rights to many agents, one has to forgo the exclusivity of the rights.

3.2.2 Implications for Licensing: The Case of CSS vs. OSS Licenses

The existing software licenses can be classified by the scope of transferred rights (for the following see Hawkins 2004 p 107, Böhnlein 2003, p 19 ff, and Nüttgens & Tesei 2000, p 11):

- CSS licenses are exclusive as they are based on the principle of closeness, i.e. a user (licensee) of CSS typically receives only the usus and (maybe restricted) usus fructus from the licensor, and the alienation right is not transferred or restricted (see table 1).
OSS licenses are *inclusive* as they are based on the principle of openness: The licenser offers the license to anybody who wants it, and OSS licenses *in principle* transfer the whole set of rights (see table 1). But they differ in the scope of transferred rights. Public OSS licenses—like the BSD license—do not restrict the use of the software and the source code in any way. So-called *viral* licenses—like the GPL—differ in the alienation rights, as the right to redistribute is restricted: Any further developed software as well any derived work must be licensed as a whole under the same type of license. Hence, OSS is not software without any property, as e.g. the GPL is based on copyright.\(^{10}\) An OSS license is a contract that offers everybody the whole set of rights while the possible constraint, thus possible limitation of the alienation right, must be considered only at the moment of redistribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>usus</th>
<th>usus fructus</th>
<th>abusus</th>
<th>alienation right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS (viral license)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>(+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS (public license)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The Transfer of Usus, Usus Fructus, Abusus and Alienation Right

The different kinds of licenses can be explained by the theory of not exclusively separable rights: CSS licenses, based on the principle of exclusive ownership, trade only such IPRs, that *are* exclusively separable, and do not allow access to the source code. OSS licenses in contrast offer the complete set of rights, as they allow access to the source code. Both type of license imply a certain kind of organization of production, thus governance structure.

The question remains, whether it can be rational to choose an OSS license, thus to forgo the exclusivity of some rights. Therefore the next section discuss the rationality to forgo the exclusivity of (not exclusively separable) rights of an non- and anti-scarce resource.

\(^{10}\)The “GPL contains provisions covering property rights (...) [.] is based on copyright principles (...) [and] does not (...) remove copyright protection” (Gehring 2006, pp 62, 70). Thus, it is somehow misleading, that the counterpiece of OSS only is called proprietary, as ‘proprietary’ comes from the latin terms proprietarius and proprietias, meaning ‘protected by copyrights’. Therefore I prefer to use the term closed source software.
3.2.3 On the Rationality Not to Claim all Rights

It might not cause real costs for the source code owner to freely transfer some rights. The real costs are only the lost revenues regarding the set of rights one could have sold. Let $Y_{tc}^i \subset Y$ denote the set of applications an agent $i$ can realize and/or trade, can trade the corresponding IPRs respectively. The superscript $tc$ indicates, that this set is determined by TC while the subscript $i$ indicates that this set also depends on individual ‘factors’, e.g. the access to necessary resources, etc. To give an example: a student’s $Y_{tc}^i$ of a certain source code might be smaller than Microsoft’s $Y_{tc}^i$ of the same source code.

First, the role of IPRs regarding non-scarce resources is defined: Assuming that envy and (irrational) stinginess does not play a role, there is no reason why an agent $i$ should claim and/or not freely transfer the rights $h$ that cause no real costs: $h : X \rightarrow \{ \hat{y} \notin \hat{Y}_{tc}^i \mid (\exists y_{tc}^i \in Y_{tc}^i \mid \varepsilon \leq 0) \}$ with $\varepsilon$ as the cross-price elasticity of $y_{tc}^i \in Y_{tc}^i$ regarding $\hat{y}$.

This leads to the definition of the optimal exclusive IPRs with respect to a non-scarce resource.

**Definition 3.2.** In case of a non-scarce resource, the rights $h$ that should be exclusively claimed are given by

$$h : X \rightarrow \hat{Y}_{tc}^i = \{ \{ y_{tc}^i \in \hat{Y}_{tc}^i \} \cup \{ \hat{y} \notin \hat{Y}_{tc}^i \mid (\exists y_{tc}^i \in Y_{tc}^i \mid \varepsilon > 0)\} \},$$

simply because $\pi_i(\hat{Y}_{tc}^i) = \pi_i(\hat{Y}_{tc}^i)$.

Thus, exclusive IPRs regarding a non-scarce resource are defined in an optimal way, if they protect (a) all applications agent $i$ can realize and/or trade, and (b) all applications that are substitutes to any $y_{tc}^i$.

Regarding the feedback-effects, the argument is basically the same. Additionally one has to take into account, that it can be rational not to claim exclusive IPRs regarding some $\{ \hat{y} \notin \hat{Y}_{tc}^i \mid (\exists y_{tc}^i \in Y_{tc}^i \mid \varepsilon > 0)\}$ and even regarding some $\hat{y}_{tc}^i \in Y_{tc}^i$, if the benefits (i.e. payoff) from the feedback effects (over)compensate the costs. Because of the definition 2.5 (anti-scarcity, p 4) we know that $\forall \hat{y} \mid (Y_{new} \supset Y), \exists Y^+ = \{ Y_{new} \setminus Y \}, \Rightarrow \hat{y} \rightarrow Y^+$.  

This leads to the definition of the optimal exclusive IPRs with respect to a anti-scarce resource, rights covering anti-scarce applications respectively.
Definition 3.3. In case of an anti-scarce resource, the rights $h$ that should be exclusively claimed are given by

$$h: X \rightarrow \hat{Y}_i^h = \left\{ \hat{Y}_i^{tc} \cup \{ \hat{y} \in \hat{Y}_i^{tc} | \left( \exists y \in \hat{Y}_i^{tc} | \epsilon > 0 \right) \} \setminus \{ \hat{y} | \pi_i(Y^+) \geq \pi_i(\hat{y}), \hat{y} \rightarrow Y^+ \} \right\}.$$ 

Notice, that in order to be able to benefit from the feedback effects, one has to keep the usus fructus right.

Anyhow, taking together the facts, that some rights are not exclusively separable and that it can be rationale not to claim all rights of a non- and anti-scarce resource, then neither CSS nor OSS licenses seem to be irrational: The above definition of optimal defined property rights with respect to the non- and anti-scarce applications needs only the modification to take into account that some rights have to stay bundled. Based on this, it can be rational either to keep this bundle of rights (taking into account that the not exclusively separable rights can not be sold), or to forgo the exclusive claim, i.e. choose OSS. It is the decision between two possibilities, two second best solutions, as the first-best allocation (see section 2.3) is not realizable.

Thus, OSS is a rational choice, if the lost of exclusive rights either cause no real costs, or the (expected) benefits caused by the anti-rival applications overcompensate the real costs. Such benefits (payoffs) are the more likely,

- the smaller the set $\hat{Y}_i^{tc}$, and the more motives like reputation (Lerner & Tirole 2002), hobby reasons etc. play a role.
- the more agents cause cumulative effects because of their use of the code. Thus, the more unspecific the license agreement is.
- the more it is possible to gain profits from selling goods that are complementary to the software.
- the less the other agents are direct competitors, thus the less likely $\exists y_{tc} \in \hat{Y}_i^{tc} | \epsilon > 0$.

I am not going to discuss here, how, why and when ‘coordination’ (thus contribution) is a equilibrium strategy in such OSS-games (that are somehow public good games). For the purpose of this paper it is sufficient to recognize, that OSS exists in the real world.
3.3 Two Solutions: A Comparison of OSS and CSS

In the last section, I explained, why individuals can not reach the first best allocation of IPRs because of ex post transaction costs that lead to the problem of not exclusively separable rights. I then showed that OSS and CSS licensees are two pragmatic real life solutions for this problem. Finally, I explained the individual rationality, i.e. the conditions for not to claim all rights, and, based on this, the individual rationality for OSS or CSS.

In this section, I also take into account welfare aspects. Based on the analysis above, I discuss the different institutional arrangements based on the OSS and CSS principles with respect to their assets and drawbacks.

3.3.1 The Principle of CSS

In case of CSS, only the exclusively separable rights are trade. Thus, these rights are sold in the market, and hence the effects of the applications covered by this rights are internalized (at least in principle).

Obviously, the resource source code is used by more than one individual having access to the source code. Here, the solution to solve the ‘dilution-of-control’-problem is to increase control by adding a second set of rules, thus to build a governance structure that ensures control, i.e. build a ‘firm’. Thus, CSS is based on the principle to maximize exclusive rights. Using the governance structure of a firm, it is possible to produce software as a coordinated work of several software developers, who are employees. This enables to benefit from direct control, thus the used input resources—namely human capital—are employed in an efficient way.

Of course, there are some hierarchy costs, e.g. induced by principal-agent problems. As developing software is sometimes like finding solutions for a problem, one may not be able to conclude directly from the output the effort of the developer. Software is therefore developed in a principal-agent-structure, as the principal defines certain aims and arranges a team of programmers, testers, etc., but can barely monitor the effort and/or performance of these agents, because of monitoring costs (Pasche & von Engelhardt 2004, p 9). Such hierarchy costs limit the size of a firm. Hence, a firm can not include everybody who would have been able to submit something. Obviously it is not possible to write an employment contract with everybody
who would have been able to do some cumulative activities. Thus, some human capital is not acquirable for CSS firms, as the search, bargaining and enforcement costs are too high. Other kind of contract based relationships are also limited (see p 16) Thus, with respect to the maximal possible number of agents who could generate positive effects, a CSS firm can not reach the optimal size.

Additionally, with respect to applications covered by the not exclusively separable rights, the firm has some limits. Of course, within a CSS firm, positive effects are internalized: The firm owner not only owns $X$ but also exclusively owns $X^{\text{new}}$, as the employment contracts contain a paragraph that makes sure, that all the possible copyrights are transferred to the company, thus at the end of the day they do not own any IPRs concerning the source code. And additionally to the cumulativeness aspects, the benefits of knowledge spillovers are also internalized, at least as long the employee work for the firm.

But the set of beneficiaries of the positive effects that imply access to the source code is suboptimal small. As CSS is sold only in state of binary code, no one outside the firm gets access to the source code. This is different to how copyright protection (and IPR in general) works in other fields, that is to combine ex ante incentive to produce with the ex post disclosure of the information (Cowan & Harison 2001, Quah 2003, pp 16 f, 19 ff). In case of software this is not possible, because of the problem of exclusively not separable rights.

---

12 Intellectual property law is defined in a way, that the rights protect the tradeable, hence private internalizeable effects, and forgoes the right for such positive effects, that are not internalizeable. Patents do not protect the idea itself but its application in form of machine, method or matter (Besen & Raskind 1991, p 12). The right to be a temporary monopolist regarding the economic use of a novel technical solution is bundled with the constraint to disclosure the information that stands behind the innovation, as the technological solution has to be described in the patent specification. Similarly, copyright does not protect the idea itself—the pure information—but its expression. Thus, in the case of e.g. a copyright protected book the author earns money from its publication, which is a disclosure of the ideas (or: information). With increasing sales figures, the author earns more money and the ideas of—the information within—that book diffuse, because everybody who buys that book can read it.
3.3.2 The Principle of OSS

OSS licenses are very non-specific cooperation contracts, designed in order to attract a large number of club members, and realize benefits from knowledge spillover and the cumulative feedback mechanism. As OSS licenses are not limited in time, they seem to be designed for a cooperation with—at least potentially—infinitive duration: At any time, anyone can access the source code and use it however long, given that the possible constraint, that is a possible limitation of the alienation right, is considered.

This implies, that the principle of OSS maximizes the number of individuals, who can cause positive effects. And, with respect to the cumulative effects, the institutions of OSS support, and to some degree even guarantee it: Although one agent might be able to make money selling further developed source (hence, it causes significant real costs to give it away for free), licensees like the GPL force this agent to contribute his work back. In addition to this copyright-based institution, informal rules like the hacker ethic and community norms (incl. the enforcement characteristics) also support this cumulative effects, as at least some kind of contribution may be expected by the community. Thus, social norms can play a role here, as breaking the rules will be sanctioned by the community, that is stop cooperating or migrate to other projects (Osterloh et al. 2001, p 16 f).

Of course, as such effects are not (sufficiently) internalized, individuals involved tend to underprovide, although the number of participants is somehow maximized.

Anyhow, as OSS licenses are inclusive, with respect to the source code, the number of (potential) beneficiaries is also maximized (Of course, restricted licenses like the GPL somehow limit this, as CSS producer can not use GPL protected code as direct input).

A second implication of the inclusive OSS licenses is, that it is not possible to hold exclusive rights, and therefore it is not possible to divide neither consumers from producers, nor software developers from coordinators or dividing coordination and ownership. Everybody involved holds the complete set of rights regarding the source code.\(^{13}\) This raises the question of control

\(^{13}\)In case of viral licensees there is of course a limitation of the alienation right, but this limitation affects everybody, thus all involved holds the same amount of limited alienation right.
and coordination. Of course, the different OSS projects are clear structured, the basic organizational structure of such OSS-Projects is often labeled the ‘onion layer’ model (for details see e.g. Jensen & Scacchi 2007, Crowston et al. 2006, Wendel de Joode et al. 2003, pp 18,19). It exist clear rules about how one can move from the outermost layer into the core of the project, e.g. one has to prove software development skills, reliability etc. At the core, there exist so-called core developers, who oversee the design and evolution of the project. And, maybe most important, the core developers control—thus, manage—the project by using passive control rights, that are their exclusive rights to decide whether to accept or reject contributions (McGowan 2001, Wendel de Joode et al. 2003, p 20). The passive control rights are enforced by using the concept of ownership regarding the database in which the software is stored and the name—thus, the trademark\textsuperscript{14}—of the project. This prevents cloning of projects and supports the signalling function of the project’s name, thus trademark.

Although such passive control rights and other aspects of the governance of OSS projects (e.g. see de Laat (2007) on this topic) exist, one can state the following: Compared to CSS firms, OSS projects are likely to have higher coordination costs. The concept of openness and the inclusive licenses can lead to coordination problems like forking (a project splits up into several incompatible projects because of different goals of the individuals involved) or failed establishing of new standards. Additionally, as consensus plays an important role in OSS projects (Brand & Schmid 2005), there is the danger of ‘never ending’ discussions and other costs of consensus finding.

3.3.3 The Co-Existence of OSS and CSS

OSS and CSS are somehow complementary in their assets and drawbacks. OSS has weaknesses where CSS has strengths, and vice versa. This is true on an individual level as well as on social level (welfare aspects).

Thus, the co-existence of OSS and CSS can be explained by the fact, that different individuals with different sets of tradeable rights, different resources etc., need different ‘solutions’. Additionally, an OSS-CSS mix can be optimal

\textsuperscript{14}E.g. Apache is a trademark of The Apache Software Foundation, KDE and K Desktop Environment are trademarks of KDE e.V., Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds, and so on (see www.apache.org, www.kde.org, www.linuxmark.org).
from a social point of view: Whereas CSS is better in using the acquired resources efficiently namely via direct control, internalizing the positive effects, create user-friendly innovations (plug and play, easy installation routines and ‘nice’ graphical user interfaces) and radical innovations (because the positive effects of a paradigm change can be internalized, which enables to bear the costs of it) etc., OSS can integrate human capital CSS can not acquire, create spillovers more individuals can benefit from, and is better in more incremental technical innovations and user innovations (von Hippel & Von Krogh 2003, von Hippel 2005) etc. It is possible, that these effects are really complementary to each other, thus that a co-existence of OSS and CSS is welfare optimal. Of course, the interesting question is, whether, or under which conditions, the ‘optimal’ OSS-CSS mix establishes, or not. Although an interesting topic, this is beyond the scope of this paper.

4 Summary and Outlook

The paper at hand examines the rationale for open and closed source from property right point of view. Software is somehow seen as an example, where open and closed source co-exist. The findings of this paper can be summarized as follows:

1.) Because of ex-post TC and the economic characteristics of software, some IPRs are not exclusively separable. Namely IPRs covering applications that imply access to the source code can’t be unbundled. Thus, the first best allocation of IPRs, that would yield an optimal usage of a source code, is not realizable. Or, that is to say, a first best realization of contracts is not feasible.

2.) Because of TC, the set of individuals one can contract with without having a de facto dilution of ownership, the ‘club of source code users’, is limited. Unspecific contracts concerning the code have lower TC, hence can reach more individuals. In other words: minimized exclusive ownership and restrictions enables to contract with more individuals.

3.) It can be rational, to forgo some rights, either because this does not cause any real costs, or because feedback mechanisms overcompensate real costs, or because of both. The benefits (payoff) caused by feedback
mechanisms are c.p. higher, the more profits can be made by selling goods and services, that are complementary to the software. Of course, this is true for not exclusively separable rights as well.

4.) CSS trades the exclusive separable rights only. Production takes places in firms, based on the principle of exclusive ownership of the source code. The other solution, OSS, minimizes the restrictions regarding the source code, thus OSS licenses are unspecific contracts, transferring not exclusive separable rights.

Both principles can be a rational choice. The decision depends on the individual’s set of tradeable applications/rights, the (expected) feedback effects, the individual resources, the possibility to gain profits from complementary products, etc.

5.) From a social point of view (welfare point of view), OSS and CSS are two second best arrangements, both with specific assets and drawbacks. The principle of CSS benefits from direct (monetary) incentives and control, but has limits in its scope (size) because of TC. OSS, on the one hand benefits from its openness, that creates spillovers and enables to incorporate human capital that is not acquirable for CSS firms. On the other hand, there are costs of openness, such as coordination costs (consensus finding, etc.), the danger of free riding or under provision, or forking. Hence, as OSS and CSS have their specific assets and drawbacks, an OSS-CSS co-existence can be welfare optimal.

The analysis presented in this paper also yields some further research questions: Under which conditions is an OSS-CSS mix welfare optimal? Will such an optimal mix establish, and/or will it be stable? OSS-projects are based on the principle of minimized exclusive ownership combined with passive control rights. How does this kind of passive control work? And finally: As more and more firms use OSS, how can such a OSS vs. CSS license decision of a firm be modeled in a simple way?
A Appendix: On the Notation of Alienation Rights

Let $b^h$ denote the alienation right regarding $h$. An individual holding an alienation right with respect to $h$ can therefore decide whether to keep on holding this right, or transfer it, i.e. do not hold it anymore:

$$b^h = \text{\textquoteleft decision\textquoteright} \circ b = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if right } b \text{ is transferred,} \\ h & \text{if right } b \text{ is not transferred.} \end{cases} \quad (16)$$

Let $h^b$ be the vector of all alienation rights. Holding alienation rights on a resource $X$ is then formally given by

$$h^b: X = \begin{pmatrix} b^{b^1} : X \\ \vdots \\ b^{b^n} : X \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} [0, 1] \cdot b^1 : X \\ \vdots \\ [0, 1] \cdot b^n : X \end{pmatrix}. \quad (17)$$

Notice, that there exist “recursive” alienation rights. A recursive alienation right is the right to transfer an alienation right. This means, that

$$\exists b^k \in \{b^1 \ldots b^n\} \text{ s.t. } \left[ b^k = b^{b^i} \text{ with } b^i \in \{b^1 \ldots b^n\}, b^i \notin h^b \right]. \quad (18)$$
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